
Abstract Is there life beyond planet Earth? This is one
of the grand enigmas which humankind tries to solve
through scientific research. Recent progress in astronom-
ical measurement techniques has confirmed the existence
of a multitude of extra-solar planets. On the other hand,
enormous efforts are being made to assess the possibility
of life on Mars. All these activities have stimulated sev-
eral investigations about the habitability of cosmic bod-
ies. The habitable zone (HZ) around a given central star
is defined as the region within which an Earth-like planet
might enjoy the moderate surface temperatures required
for advanced life forms. At present, there are several
models determining the HZ. One class of models utilises
climate constraints for the existence of liquid water on a
planetary surface. Another approach is based on an inte-
grated Earth system analysis that relates the boundaries
of the HZ to the limits of photosynthetic processes.
Within the latter approach, the evolution of the HZ for
our solar system over geological time scales is calculated
straightforwardly, and a convenient filter can be con-
structed that picks the candidates for photosynthesis-
based life from all the extra-solar planets discovered by
novel observational methods. These results can then be
used to determine the average number of planets per
planetary system that are within the HZ. With the help of
a segment of the Drake equation, the number of “Gaias”
(i.e. extra-solar terrestrial planets with a globally acting
biosphere) is estimated. This leads to the thoroughly ed-
ucated guess that there should exist half a million Gaias
in the Milky Way.

Introduction

The extra-terrestrial life debate stretches from the an-
cient Greek world of Democritus over the 18th century
European world of Immanuel Kant to the recent discov-
eries of extra-solar planets. Concerning the search for
life in our planetary system, Schiaparelli’s observation of
a system of “canali” on the Martian surface in 1877 was
the beginning of an epochal effort to reveal planetary
conditions relevant to life with the refinement of obser-
vational techniques. The detection, by McKay et al.
(1996), of the chemical biomarkers and possible micro-
fossils in a meteorite from Mars called ALH 84001
(found in 1984 in Antarctica) has stimulated research in
the newly emerging field of astrobiology. Mars holds
great interest for the latter and presently stands centre
stage in the plans to explore the inner solar system for
signs of past or present life. Already it can be stated that
the search for extra-terrestrial life will be one of the pre-
dominant themes of science in the 21st century.

The definition of habitability is closely related to the
very definition of life. Up to now, we only know terrestrial
life, and therefore the search for extra-terrestrial life is the
search for life, as we know it from our home planet. Life
can be defined as a self-sustained system of organic mole-
cules in liquid water immersed in a source of free energy.
It is well known that organic molecules are rather com-
mon in the solar system and even in interstellar clouds.
There is also no problem in finding any source of free en-
ergy for extra-terrestrial life. Therefore, the existence of
liquid water is the central point in the search for extra-ter-
restrial life and in the definition of habitability. Neverthe-
less, it is evident that liquid water and basic nutrients are
essential, but not sufficient requirements for life.

The histories and fates of the three “terrestrial plan-
ets” – Venus, Earth and Mars – suggest that a combina-
tion of factors such as distance from the Sun, planetary
size, as well as geological and perhaps biological evolu-
tion, will control the existence of liquid water on a plan-
etary surface. Earth-like planets cannot have liquid sur-
face water if they are much closer to the Sun than one
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astronomical unit (as defined by Earth’s orbit), because
of unfavourably high temperatures and loss of water by
photo-dissociation would be unavoidable in this case. On
the other hand, an Earth-like planet, which is quite dis-
tant from the Sun, would have permanent surface tem-
peratures below the freezing point of water, and there-
fore would not be habitable either.

In general, the habitable zone (HZ) around the Sun
can be defined as the region within which an Earth-like
planet might enjoy the moderate surface temperatures
needed for advanced life forms. The more specific defi-
nition related to the existence of liquid water at the plan-
et’s surface was introduced by Huang (1959, 1960) and
extended by Dole (1964) and Shklovskii and Sagan
(1966). Hart (1978, 1979) calculated the evolution of the
terrestrial atmosphere over geologic time at varying dis-
tances. He found that the HZ between “runaway green-
house” and “runaway glaciation” is surprisingly narrow
for G2 stars like our Sun: Rinner=0.958 AU, Router=
1.004 AU, where AU denotes the astronomical unit. A
main drawback of those calculations is the neglect of the
negative feedback between atmospheric CO2 content and
mean global surface temperature as discovered later by
Walker et al. (1981). The full consideration of this feed-
back by Kasting et al. (1988) provided the interesting re-
sult of an almost constant inner boundary, yet a remark-
able extension of the outer boundary. Later on, the calcu-
lations of the HZ were improved and extended to other
main sequence stars (Kasting et al. 1993; Kasting 1997;
Williams 1998). A comprehensive overview can be
found in the proceedings of the first international confer-
ence on circumstellar HZs (Doyle 1996).

Recent studies conducted by the authors of this re-
view (see, for example, Franck et al. 2000a, b) have gen-
erated a rather general characterisation of habitability,
based on the possibility of photosynthetic biomass pro-
duction under large-scale geodynamic conditions. Thus
not only is the availability of liquid water on a planetary
surface taken into account but also the suitability of CO2
partial pressure. Our definition of habitability is de-
scribed in detail in the next section.

In fact, the same type of stability calculations
sketched above for the solar system, with the Sun as the
central star, can also be performed for other stars. The
basic results for the HZ around these other central bodies
are relatively simple: in order to have a surface tempera-
ture in the terrestrial range, a planet orbiting a central
star with lower mass would have to be closer to the star
than 1 AU, whereas a planet orbiting a brighter star hav-
ing more mass than our Sun would have to be farther
away than 1 AU from the star. But the problem is a bit
more complicated than that. One also has to take into ac-
count the different times that stars spend on the so-called
main sequence. Such stars receive their energy mainly
from hydrogen burning, i.e. the fusion of hydrogen to
helium (see, for example, Kippenhahn and Weigert 1990;
Sackmann et al. 1993).

The success of highly sophisticated detection tech-
niques for extra-solar planets has led astronomers to

forecast the imminent dawning of a golden age of astron-
omy. Up to now, about 60 extra-solar planets have been
discovered. Questions that scientists once considered be-
yond the reach of observation may soon find at least par-
tial answers. In particular, is there life on planets found
beyond the solar system, or are they at least habitable?
Fundamental work in these fields has been performed by
Lovelock (1965, 1975), and Hitchcock and Lovelock
(1967). They discuss the general interactions between
life and its planetary environment. Later on, discussing
the possibility of self-regulation by and for the biosphere,
Lovelock and Margulis (1972) (see also Lovelock 1987)
put forward the Gaia hypothesis. Beyond the discussion
of extra-terrestrial life, there is an ongoing debate about
other civilisations outside the solar system. The Drake
equation, which was first presented by Drake in 1961
(see, for example, Dick 1998) and which identifies the
relevant factors for a statistical estimation, can provide
further information about the abundance of possible ex-
tra-terrestrial civilisations. Although several factors are
highly speculative, a subset of them – determining the
selection of contemporary biospheres interacting with
their environment on a global scale (“Gaias”) – can be
investigated rather rigorously. Based on investigations
by Franck et al. (2001) on the HZ for extra-solar planets,
one can calculate the probability for the existence of an
Earth-like planet in the HZ as one factor of this subset.

All these cross-disciplinary studies concerning the or-
igin, distribution, and future of life in the universe may
be summarised by the term “astrobiology” as the scien-
tific discipline for the study of life as part of cosmic evo-
lution. Some fundamental questions in current astrobio-
logical research are the following: How do habitable
worlds form and how do they evolve? How did living
systems emerge? How can we recognise other bio-
spheres? How have the physical Earth and its biosphere
influenced each other over time? How do changes in the
environment affect emergent ecosystems and their evolu-
tion? What is the potential for biological evolution be-
yond Earth? At the beginning of the new millennium the
answers to some of these questions are within our reach
(see, for example, Brack 1998; Dick 1998; Jacosky
1998; Schopf 1999; Horneck 2001). We can expect that
important new insights will emerge as space-age tech-
nology is intensively used in astronomical, planetologi-
cal, and biological research.

In the present paper, the possibility of the existence of
life on an Earth-like planet at various distances from the
Sun is investigated. The method is based on the Earth
system science approach (Schellnhuber 1999) that calcu-
lates the past and future evolution of a dynamic Earth
under the influence of an increasing solar luminosity
(Franck et al. 1999, 2000a). Such long-term climate reg-
ulation is thought to be governed by the global carbon
cycle and its effect on atmospheric CO2 content and bio-
logical productivity. Our methodological apparatus is
sketched out in the next section, and results for the HZ
for our solar system are presented after this. The model
is extended to extra-solar planetary systems with central
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stars different from our Sun, and the insights obtained
there are used to estimate the number of Gaias in the
Milky Way.

Earth system modelling

The Earth system model employed here is a stylised geo-
sphere–biosphere model to analyse the evolution of this
complex on a global scale from the geological past to the
planetary future in 1.5 billion years. The model consists
of the components solid Earth, hydrosphere, atmosphere
and biosphere. It couples the increasing solar luminosity,
the silicate-rock weathering rate, and the global energy
balance to estimate the partial pressure of atmospheric
and soil carbon dioxide, the mean global surface temper-
ature, and the biological productivity as a function of
time. The crucial point is the long-term balance between
the CO2 sink in the atmosphere–ocean system and the
metamorphic (plate-tectonic) sources. In the following,
the respective features of our Earth system model are de-
scribed in some detail.

Climate

The climate of a planet is governed by the energy bal-
ance equation between incoming and outgoing radiation.
The pertinent equation is based on the simple zero-
dimensional model of climate that was introduced by 
Arrhenius (1896). In this model, the surface temperature
of planet Earth is the sum of the effective (black body)
radiation temperature depending on insolation and the
greenhouse warming depending on atmospheric CO2
content. The increased insolation results from the in-

crease in the main-sequence hydrogen-burning rate, and
can be well described by rather simple formulae (see, for
example, Gough 1981). During the Earth’s history, the
luminosity of the Sun has increased to the present level
at a rate of about 10% per Gyr, and will increase in the
future (up to the next 5 Gyr) at approximately the same
rate.

Carbon cycle

The carbon cycle is the main process for the regulation
of the atmospheric composition and climate with respect
to increasing insolation. Walker et al. (1981), Berner
(1993), Berner et al. (1983) and Lasaga et al. (1985), as
well as many others, have investigated the so-called car-
bonate–silicate geochemical cycle between the atmo-
sphere, the ocean, and the continents. On geological time
scales, however, the deeper parts of the Earth are consid-
erable sinks and sources for carbon and tectonic activity,
as well as the continental area, changes markedly. There-
fore, Tajika and Matsui (1992) have favoured the so-
called global carbon cycle. In addition to the usual car-
bonate–silicate geochemical cycle, it also involves the
subduction of large amounts of carbon into the mantle
with descending slabs and the degassing of carbon from
the mantle at mid-ocean ridges. The global carbon cycle
is sketched in Fig. 1.

Weathering rate

Weathering plays an important role in Earth’s climate be-
cause it provides the main sink for atmospheric CO2.
The question as to what extent the biota are actually able

Fig. 1 The global carbon cycle
as part of the general volatile
exchange between mantle and
surface reservoirs
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to play a key role in stimulating this sink is crucial for an
understanding of the dynamic properties of the overall
Earth system. The total process of weathering embraces
(1) the reaction of silicate minerals with CO2, (2) the
transport of weathering products, and (3) the deposition
of carbonate minerals in sediments. Combining all theses
effects, the global mean weathering rate can be formulat-
ed via an implicit equation introduced by Walker et al.
(1981).

Biological productivity

The biological productivity, Π, is the amount of biomass
that is produced by photosynthesis per unit time and per
unit of continental area. In reality, Π itself is a function
of various parameters such as water supply, photosyn-
thetically active radiation, nutrients, atmospheric CO2
content (Patm), and surface temperature (Ts). In the
framework of the Earth system model employed, Π is
considered to be a function of Patm and Ts only. Accord-
ing to Liebig’s principle, Π can be represented as a prod-
uct, i.e.

(1)

where Πmax is the maximum biological productivity,
about twice the present value (Volk 1987). ΠT has a para-
bolic form (Caldeira and Kasting 1992), and ΠP is a
Michaelis-Menten hyperbola (see Fig. 2).

Geodynamics

Caldeira and Kasting (1992) have investigated an Earth
system model under the assumption that the weathering
rate is always equal to the present value. This is clearly a
rather rough approximation, and we call this approach
the geostatic model. In the framework of a geodynamic-
equilibrium approach for the global carbon cycle at lon-
ger time scales of about hundred thousands of years,
Walker et al. (1981) first proposed a balance between the
CO2 sink in the atmosphere–ocean system and the meta-
morphic source. Using the balance, one can find a rela-
tion between the weathering rate on the one hand, and
continental area and spreading rate on the other (Kasting
1984). Therefore, knowing continental area and spread-
ing rate, one can calculate the weathering rate for both
the geological history and the planetary future. This is
called the geodynamic model that constitutes a signifi-
cant improvement over the previous approach. Figure 3
depicts the continental growth models fed into the calcu-
lations. The spreading rate can be determined according
to boundary layer theory of convection as a function of
the global mean heat flow (Franck et al. 1999), which is
a main result of the so-called parameterised convection
models for the Earth’s thermal evolution (Franck 1998).
The calculation scheme of the applied Earth system
model is sketched in Fig. 4. 

Models for calculating the HZ in the solar system

Since the early work of Hart (1978, 1979), there have
been many improvements regarding the climatic con-
straints on the inner and outer boundaries of the HZ. One
of the most comprehensive studies in this field is the pa-
per by Kasting et al. (1993). The authors define the
boundaries of the HZ via so-called critical solar fluxes.
For the inner radius of the HZ, they give three different

Fig. 2 Biological productivity Π normalised to the present value
Π0 as a function of surface temperature Ts and atmospheric carbon
dioxide partial pressure Patm

Fig. 3 Cumulative continental growth model of Condie (1990)
(solid line) and a linear continental growth model (dashed line).
The continental area Ac is normalised to the present day area
Ac(t=0). Both models are linearly extrapolated into the future. In
our calculations for extra-solar planetary HZs the linear continen-
tal growth model has been applied, while for the solar system HZ
the Condie model has been used



mined in a different way. Here the HZ for an Earth-like
planet is the region around the Sun within which the sur-
face temperature of the planet stays between 0°C and
100°C and the atmospheric CO2 partial pressure is high-
er than 10–5 bar, i.e., suitable for photosynthesis-based
life (biological productivity Π>0):

(2)

The upper limit of the CO2 partial pressure is given by
the maximum available amount of CO2 in an Earth-like
planet’s atmosphere, which is taken as 10 bar. The term
“Earth-like” explicitly implies the occurrence of plate
tectonics as a necessary condition for the operation of
the carbonate–silicate cycle as the mechanism to com-
pensate for the gradual brightening of the Sun during its
“life” on the main sequence. The geodynamical evolu-
tion of the considered Earth-like planet provides an even
stronger constraint. In the geological past, the volcanic
input of CO2 to the atmosphere was much higher and the
continental area (available for weathering) was much
smaller than today.

The results for the estimation of the HZ via the geody-
namic model are summarised in Fig. 5, where we have
plotted the width and position of the HZ for three differ-
ent points in time (past, present, future). In about 500 Myr
the inner boundary, Rinner, reaches the Earth distance from
the Sun (R=1 AU) and the biosphere ceases to exist. The
outer boundary, Router, decreases in a strongly non-linear
way. This result is in contrast to the results of Kasting et
al. (1993) and Kasting (1997). The calculations show that
the inner boundary of the HZ is determined by the
10–5 bar limit and the outer boundary by the 0°C limit.
From the view of geocybernetics (Schellnhuber and
Kropp 1998), the inner and outer boundaries of the HZ
can be considered as critical values of an ecological niche
for life in general and humanity in particular.

Of course, there may exist chemolithoautotrophic hy-
perthermophiles that might survive even in a future of
higher temperatures, rather independently of atmospheric
CO2 pressures (see, for example, Schwartzman 1999).
But, under such conditions, all higher forms of life
would certainly be eliminated. The biosphere model
(Eq. 1) is actually only relevant to photosynthesis-based
life. Therefore, in the time span under consideration, the
upper temperature does not affect the results for the HZ.

An Earth-like planet at Martian position would have
been within the HZ from about 3.5 Gyr to about 0.5 Gyr
ago (Franck et al. 2000c). The outer boundary of the HZ
is mainly determined by the total amount of CO2 that can
be in the atmosphere. One should note that the required
high atmospheric CO2 content for a terrestrial planet in
the outer HZ would make it less likely for complex aero-
bic organisms to exist there. The possible extension of
the HZ up to the Martian position seems to be realistic
for the solar system past. This is a reason for scrutinising
planet Mars in some detail. We know that, due to its
smaller size, all geological processes caused by the inter-
nal cooling of the planet should have faded away much
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estimations. The first assumes the loss of planetary water
by a moist greenhouse (Kasting 1988); the second as-
sumes loss of planetary water by a runaway greenhouse;
and the third is based on the observation that there was
no liquid water on Venus’ surface at least for the last
1 Gyr. The outer radius of the HZ is also estimated in
three different ways. The first one is based on arguments
that early Mars had a warm and wet climate [see also the
recent papers by Golombek (1999) and Malin and Edgett
(2000)], the second one assumes a maximum possible
CO2 greenhouse heating; and the third one is related to
first condensation limit of CO2 clouds that increase the
planetary albedo.

Assuming the possibility of a “cold start”, i.e. an orig-
inally ice covered planet that was initially beyond the
outer HZ boundary could be habitable at a later stage if
the outer boundary of the HZ shifts outward to its orbit,
Kasting et al. (1993) found the following values for the
present HZ in the solar system:

● Most conservative case: 0.95 AU to 1.37 AU,
● Least conservative case: 0.75 AU to 1.90 AU,
● Intermediate case: 0.84 AU to 1.77 AU.

Based on the Earth system model described in the previ-
ous section, the HZ for the solar system can be deter-

Fig. 4 Earth system box model. The arrows indicate the different
forcing and feedback mechanisms
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faster than for the Earth. Nevertheless, we can speculate
that the results given above about the HZ are an upper
bound for the time that Mars was habitable in the 
past. This is in good agreement with investigations con-
cerning an early warmer and wetter Martian environment 
(Golombek 1999) and with recent observations that plate
tectonics may have once operated on Mars (Connerney
et al. 1999). On the other hand, there are theories that the
Martian atmosphere was blown away by the solar wind,
following the demise of its magnetic field 4 billion years
ago. This happened so soon after Mars’s formation that it
is unlikely that complex life would have had time to
evolve (New Scientist 2001b). In contrast to Mars, an
Earth-like planet at the Venusian position was never, and
will never be, within the HZ.

HZ around other main sequence stars

The same type of HZ calculations, on the basis of climat-
ic constraints as well as on the basis of Earth system
modelling, can be performed for stars with masses dif-
ferent from the solar mass.

Kasting et al. (1993) restricted themselves to stellar
life times greater than 2 Gyr, which correspond to mass-
es less than 1.5 Ms (1 Ms=one solar mass). At the low-
mass end they restricted themselves to masses greater
than 0.5 Ms because stars with masses ≤0.5 Ms show

negligible evolution. Stellar luminosities and tempera-
tures were taken directly from Iben (1967a, b), climatic
constraints corresponded to their so-called intermediate
case (see above). As expected, stellar HZs for more mas-
sive stars are rather short because they have to be trun-
cated at the end of the main sequence. HZs for low-mass
stars remain essentially constant over time. In Fig. 6, we
show the so-called zero age main sequence HZ from 
Kasting et al. (1993) as a function of stellar mass.

In Franck et al. (2000b), the HZ in extra-solar plane-
tary systems is calculated using the luminosity evolution
of central stars on the main sequence in the mass range
between 0.8 and 2.5 Ms. The results have been obtained
by polynomial fitting of detailed stellar evolution models
by Schaller et al. (1992). The corresponding Hertzsprung-
Russell diagram, i.e. a plot of luminosity versus effective
radiating temperature, is shown in Fig. 7. The tempera-
ture tolerance window for the biological productivity
was again in the range between 0°C and 100°C in order
to incorporate thermophiles (Schwartzman et al. 1993),
but for this study a linear continental growth model
(Fig. 3) was employed.

In principle, it is possible to calculate the HZ for any
value of central-star mass shown in Fig. 7. As an illustra-
tion, we present the results for central-star masses of 0.8,
1.0, and 1.2 Ms, respectively, in Fig. 8.

An alternative method of presentation is to delineate
the HZ for an Earth-like extra-solar planet at a given (but

Fig. 5 Habitable zone (green
shading) for the solar system at
three different time steps. The
orbits of the three terrestrial
planets, Venus, Earth and Mars,
are shown. The solid green
lines describe the evolution of
the inner and outer boundary of
the HZ
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arbitrary) distance R in the stellar mass–time plane. Here
the following effects limit the HZ:

I. Stellar lifetime on the main sequence decreases
strongly with mass. Using simple scaling laws 
(Kippenhahn and Weigert 1990), the central hydro-
gen burning period is estimated to be τH<0.8 Gyr for
M>2.2 Ms. Therefore, there is no point in consider-
ing central stars with masses larger than 2.2 Ms be-
cause an Earth-like planet may need ~0.8 Gyr of
habitable conditions for the development of life
(Hart 1978, 1979). Quite recently, smaller numbers
for the time span required for the emergence of life
have been discussed, for instance 0.5 Gyr (Jakosky
1998). Performing calculations with τH <0.5 Gyr,
one obtains qualitatively similar results, but the up-
per bound of central star masses is shifted to 2.6 Ms.

II. When a star leaves the main sequence to turn into a
red giant, there clearly remains no HZ for an Earth-
like planet. This limitation is relevant for stellar
masses in the range between 1.1 and 2.2 Ms.

III. In the stellar mass range between 0.6 and 1.1 Ms, the
maximum life span of the biosphere is determined
exclusively by planetary geodynamics, which is in-
dependent (in a first approximation, but see the lim-
iting effect IV) of R. So one obtains the limitation
t<tmax, where tmax=6.5 Gyr.

IV. There have been discussions about the habitability of
tidally locked planets. This complication is taken in-
to account by indicating the domain where an Earth-
like planet on a circular orbit experiences tidal lock-

Fig. 6 The zero age main sequence HZ as a function of central
star mass (in solar masses M�) for the intermediate case of cli-
matic constraints. The long-dashed lines delineate the probable
terrestrial planet accretion zone. The dotted line is the orbital dis-
tance for which an Earth-like planet in a circular orbit would 
be locked into synchronous rotation (tidal locking). Figure from
Kasting et al. (1993), with the kind permission of Dr. J.F. Kasting
and Academic Press

Fig. 7 Hertzsprung-Russell diagram for central stars in the mass
range between 0.8 and 2.5 Ms. Only the main sequence evolution
is considered. Successive dots on the mass-specific branches are
separated in time by 1 Gyr. Figure from Franck et al. (2000b)

Fig. 8 Graphs of the width and position of the HZ derived from
the geodynamic model for three different stellar masses M (0.8,
1.0, 1.2 Ms). tmax is the maximum life span of the biosphere limit-
ed by geodynamic effects. τH indicates the hydrogen burning time
on the main sequence limiting the life span of more massive stars
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ing. That domain consists of the set of (M,t)-couples,
which generate an outer HZ boundary below the tid-
al-locking radius. This limitation is relevant for M
<0.6 Ms. Global climate models of tidally locked
planets have indicated that Earth-like planets should
not be necessarily precluded from habitability (Joshi
et al. 1997).

As an example, we depict the HZ for R=2 AU in Fig. 9.
We have also shown the parameters on the hypothetical
MACHO-98-BLG-35 planet, which was assumed to or-
bit a 0.3 Ms star at a distance of 2 AU (Rhie et al. 1998).
Even if the existence of MACHO-98-BLG-35 could be
confirmed, this system would not be a candidate for ex-
tra-terrestrial life, because it is clearly outside the HZ.

How many Gaias are there?

How can we estimate the number of technological civili-
sations that might exist “out there”? A convenient
scheme for extra-terrestrial intelligence prospecting is
the Drake equation, which identifies specific factors con-
sidered to play a role in the development of such civili-
sations and allows estimating at least orders of magni-
tude:

(3)

This equation counts the number of contemporary tech-
nical civilisations in the Milky Way, NCIV, whose radio

emissions may be detectable, but note that some factors
in Eq. 3 are highly speculative: Depending on more pes-
simistic or more optimistic assumptions, one can end up
with either no candidates at all or a surprisingly large
number of possible entities. Let us discuss the specific
factors in detail:

● NMW is the total number of stars in the Milky Way.
● fP is the fraction of stars with Earth-like planets.
● nCHZ is the average number of planets per planetary

system, which are suitable for the development of
life.

● fL is the fraction of habitable planets where life
emerges and a full biosphere develops, i.e. a bio-
sphere interacting with its environment on a global
scale (Gaia’s sisters).

● fCIV denotes the fraction of sisters of Gaia developing
technical civilisations. Life on Earth began over 3.85
billion years ago (Jakosky 1998). Intelligence took an
extremely long time to develop. On other life-bearing
planets, it may happen faster, it may take longer, or it
may not develop at all.

● δ describes the average ratio of civilisation lifetime to
Gaia lifetime.

As already mentioned above, fCIV and δ are highly spec-
ulative items: There is just no information available
about the typical evolutionary path of life, or the charac-
teristic “life span” of communicating civilisations. Re-
garding the fate of ancient advanced civilisations on
Earth, the typical lifetime was limited by increasing en-
vironmental degradation or over-exploitation of natural
resources. One can also speculate that the development
and utilisation of certain techniques, which facilitate the
emergence of a higher civilisation, may be accompanied
by new vulnerabilities or hazard potentials that jeopar-
dise the very subsistence of advanced cultures. As a con-
sequence, the lifetime of any communicating civilisation
may be limited to the range of few hundreds of years, yet
this is not even an educated guess.

On the other hand, fL seems to be assessable by geo-
physiological theory and observation. And the remaining
factors are deducible from biogeophysical science.
Therefore, from the view of Earth system analysis, we
will focus on estimation for the contemporary sisters of
Gaia in the Milky Way, denoted by NGaia:

(4)

The key factor in Eq. 4 is nCHZ. For the assessment of
this factor it is necessary to investigate the habitability of
an extra-solar planetary system. Based on Eq. 2, the con-
tinuously habitable zone (CHZ) (Kasting et al. 1993) is
defined as the band of orbital distances where the planet
is within the HZ for a given time interval τ.

Now we can start to calculate the number of Gaias
with the help of Eq. 4 by discussing each of the four fac-
tors in Eq. 4:

1. The total number of stars in the Milky Way is quite
well known (see, for example, Dick 1998). It can be

Fig. 9 Shape of the geodynamic model HZ (green shading) in the
mass–time plane for an Earth-like planet at distance R=2 AU from
the central star. The potential overall domain for accommodating
the HZ for planets at some arbitrary distance is limited by a num-
ber of factors that are independent of R: (I) minimum time for bio-
sphere development, (II) central star life time on the main se-
quence, (III) geodynamics of the Earth-like planet, and (IV) tidal
locking of the planet (nontrivial sub-domain excluded). The ex-
cluded realms are marked by grey shading in the case of the first
three factors and by grey hatching for the tidal-locking effect. The
horizontal red line represents the hypothetical MACHO-98-BLG-
35 planet, which is assumed to orbit a 0.3 Ms star. Figure from
Franck et al. (2000b)



derived from the star formation rate (Zinnecker et al.
1993). We pick the value NMW≈4×1011. According to
Gonzalez et al. (2001) there exists also a so-called ga-
lactic habitable zone (GHZ), i.e. that region in the
Milky Way where an Earth-like planet can be habit-
able at all. The inner limit of the GHZ is defined by
exogenous perturbations destroying life (e.g. superno-
vae, gamma ray bursts, comet impacts). The outer
limit is set by the chemical evolution of the galaxy, in
particular the radial disc metallicity gradient. Until
now, Gonzalez et al. (2001) have investigated only
the outer limit quantitatively. Therefore, a quantitative
estimation of the GHZ is still not possible and we
cannot reduce the value for NMW given above.

2. Current extra-solar planet detection methods are sen-
sitive only to giant planets. According to Marcy and
Butler (2000) and Marcy et al. (2000) approximately
5% of the Sun-like stars surveyed possess giant plan-
ets. These discoveries show that our solar system is
not typical. Several stars are orbited by giant planets
very closely and highly eccentric. Up to now, the frac-
tion of stars with Earth-like planets can be estimated
only by theoretical considerations. Lineweaver (2001)
combines star and Earth formation rates based on the
metallicity of the host star. Using his results we can
find a rough approximation for the fraction of stars
with Earth-like planets from the ratio of Earth forma-
tion rate to star formation rate. Since the Sun was
formed this ratio has always been between 0.01 and
0.014. In the framework of a conservative approxima-
tion we pick the value fP≈0.01.

3. The average number of Earth-like planets per plane-
tary system which are suitable for the development of
life, i.e. residing in the CHZ, can be calculated in the
following way (Franck et al. 2001): first one com-
putes the probable number of planets, Phab(M,t),
which are within the CHZ, [Rinner(τ), Router(τ)], of a
central star with mass M at a certain time t. For this
calculation it is assumed that the planets are distribut-
ed uniformly on a logarithmic scale (Kasting 1996).
This distribution is a good approximation for the solar
system and is not in contradiction of our knowledge
of already discovered planetary systems. Knowing
Phab(M,t), one has to integrate over all stellar ages t
on the main sequence, and after that over all central
star masses that are relevant for HZs, i.e. between
0.4 Ms and 2.2 Ms (see Fig. 7). The stellar masses M
are distributed according to a power law M–2.5

(Scheffler and Elsässer 1988). Introducing certain
normalisation constants and using τ=500 Myr as the
necessary time interval for the development of life
(Jakosky 1998), Franck et al. (2001) find, for the geo-
dynamic model, nCHZ=0.012. This means that only
about 1% of all the extra-solar planets are habitable.
This calculated number is actually one order of mag-
nitude smaller than the number 1/4 implied by the sit-
uation in our solar system.

4. The fraction of habitable planets where life emerges
and a full biosphere develops is a topic of controver-
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sial discussions. The main question is whether bio-
chemistry on a habitable planet would necessarily lead
to replicating molecules. Some scientists hold that if
liquid water, carbon, and some nutrients are available
then simple microbial life is almost certainly going to
occur (New Scientist 2001a). This is equivalent to the
suggestion that fL should be of the order of one: If life
can happen, it does (see, for example, Dick 1998). But
there are also suggestions that fL is an extremely low
number (Hart 1995). We use fL≈10–2 as a conservative
approximation in comparison to the predominant opti-
mistic view sketched above.

With the help of the four numbers just discussed we fi-
nally arrive at

(5)

which is indeed rather a large number (Fig. 10). It is evi-
dent that every of the four involved factors for NGaia is
connected with a more or less large error. Is this sense
our number must be considered as a “thoroughly” edu-
cated guess.

Now we can raise the question: Are “Earths” com-
monplace in the Milky Way? Based on the number de-
rived above, the answer is: “Yes!” despite the fact that
this estimation does not include other important factors,
which may significantly reduce the number of other 
Gaias. Some of those are:

● The presence of a large moon seems to be necessary
to stabilise the planet’s obliquity (Laskar et al. 1993).

Fig. 10 Determination of the number of Gaias, NGaia, based on the
number of stars in the Milky Way by application of the factors in
Eq. 4
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Furthermore, habitability is tied to the requirement of
orbital stability (Laskar 1996; Laughlin and Adams
1998).

● The presence of a giant planet is important to shield
the planet from comets and to scatter asteroids to the
planet early on to deliver volatiles (Lunine 2001).

● The abundance of long-lived radioisotopes as the pri-
mary source of internal heat is necessary for the oper-
ation of plate tectonics (Franck 1998).

● There are other destructive cosmic events that may
significantly reduce the number of other Gaias. Ex-
amples are extinctions from comets and asteroid im-
pacts (Sharpton and Ward 1990), gamma-ray bursts
(Király and Wolfendale 2000), and so-called super-
flares, i.e. suddenly occurring huge eruptions on the
central star of planetary systems (Schaefer et al.
2000).

The Search for Extra-Terrestrial Intelligence (SETI; see,
for example, Drake and Sobel 1992) is connected to one
of the most profound questions: are we alone in the uni-
verse? The answer to this question would have tremen-
dous implications for humankind. Turning back to the
full Drake equation (Eq. 3) we must specify additionally
the last two factors, fCIV and δ, respectively. If intelli-
gence is a common outcome of Darwinian evolution then
fCIV should not be too small. The final term, δ, is particu-
larly vexing. If the civilisation life time is determined by
the time span between discovery of electromagnetic
waves and the capability to destroy this civilisation by a
nuclear war or the like (about 100 years only!), then δ
can be very small because Gaia’s life time (as the nor-
malising factor) is up to 6.5 billion years (see Fig. 9).
Therefore, the number of civilisations, NCIV, whose radio
emissions may be detectable, could be minute, although
not identical to zero. Up until now, it seems to be diffi-
cult to assess quantitatively the likelihood of finding ex-
tra-terrestrial intelligence. Nevertheless, the new theoret-
ical results about circumstellar HZs and the discovery of
new extra-solar planets will combine to make the next
decades the most exobiologically promising in the histo-
ry of astronomy. Quite recently, the new “Rare Earth”
hypothesis was published by Ward and Brownlee (2000).
According to them, microbial life is common in the uni-
verse, but multicellular animal life is rare. We are confi-
dent to find Gaia’s sisters soon, but to answer the famous
question “Where are they?” asked by Enrico Fermi at the
dawn of the atomic age will be a central scientific task
for our and future generations.
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